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Calculation of the temperature dependence of the giant MR and application 
to Co/Cu multilayers 
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Most theoretical models of the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in metallic magnetic multilayers 
developed up to now are for the zero-temperature limit, thus neglecting the spin-flip scattering 
arising from spin fluctuations (magnons), as well as other scatterings from thermal excitations. To 
account for the temperature dependence of the GMR, we have introduced electron-magnon and 
electron-phonon scattering terms in a Camley-Bamas-like semi-classical model. We apply our 
calculation to the interpretation of the temperature dependence of the resistivity and GMR in Co/Cu. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The giant magnetoresistance (GMR) of the magnetic 
multilayers, first discovered in Fe/Cr structures,’ has now 
been observed in many systems. Its interpretation2-4 is gen- 
erally based on the simplest version of the two current model 
for the conduction in ferromagnetic metals.’ One assumes 
that the electrical current is carried in independent channels 
by the spin’T (majority spin direction) and spin1 (minority) 
electrons, which is the low temperature limit of the two cur- 
rent model. However, at finite temperature, the spin-mixing 
by electron-magnon scattering, which is the transfer of mo- 
mentum between the two channels, becomes an essential in- 
gredient of the two current conduction in ferromagnets.5 In 
multilayers, the spin-mixing effect is expected to play an 
important role for the temperature dependence of the GMR 
and must be taken into account in the interpretation at finite 
temperature. In the paper, we present a model of the tem- 
perature dependence of the GMR, taking into account not 
only the contribution from thermally excited scatterings 
within each channel (that is the electron-phonon scattering 
and momentum nonconserving part of the electron-magnon 
scattering called “incoherent electron-magnon scattering” in 
the notation of Ref. S), but also the (interchannel) spin- 
mixing contribution from momentum conserving (or coherent 
in the notation of Ref. 5) electron-magnon scattering. To our 
knowledge, the spin-mixing contribution (spin-flip scattering 
with momentum transfer) has never been taken into account 
in theoretical models, and only the intrachannel magnon 
scattering has been introduced in calculations.6,7 

II. MODEL 

We consider an infinite multilayer composed of ferro- 
magnetic metallic layers (Co, for example), separated by 
nonmagnetic metallic layers (Cu, for example). The current 
direction is in the plane of the layers. 

Our starting point for the low temperature limit is the 
semi-classical model of Johnson and Camley,8 who take into 
account interfaces scattering by introducing interfacial layers 
in which the mean-free path (MFP) is shorter than inside the 
layers. The spin asymmetry of the MFP in the interfacial 
layer can also be different from that within the layers. The 
parameters of the model of Johnson and Camley include the 
resistivity of the nonmagnetic metal or what is equivalent, 

the MFP in the nonmagnetic layers that we will call X&4.2 
K), in the same way the two MFP in the magnetic layers that 
we call XL(4.2 K) and X&,(4.2 K) for the spinf and spinl 
electrons respectively, the MFP hf(4.2 K) and Xi(4.2 K) in 
the interfacial layers, the thickness of the interfacial layer tI, 
and the thicknesses of the effective magnetic and nonmag- 
netic layers (tco-tI) and (tcU-tI>, respectively. In Table I, we 
have listed the parameters of our fit expressed in terms of 
resistivity. We also introduce the cut-off in the angular inte- 
gration suggested by Vedyayev et al9 

At finite temperature, we introduce the following 
temperature-dependent resistivity terms. 

A. Within the layers 

(i) A temperature-dependent contribution is added to the 
resistivity of each channel, i.e., we write 

~,(0=~,(4.2 K)+ bm. (1) 

TABLE I. Resistivity terms used in our calculation & , p (1) &b” , and $1) we 
the intrachannel resistivities for the Cu, Co, and interfacial layers, respec- 
tively. Their temperature-dependent part Sp”“(T) are derived from experi- 
mental data on bulk materials for Cu and Co in Refs. 10 and 11 and is a free 
parameter for the interfacial layer. The spin-mixing resistivity p& is derived 
from Ref. 11, while A1 is a free parameter. (c) and (d) refer to two types of 
calculation, as explained in the text. The contribution of the resistivity term 
to the mean-free path inverse is poXO = (hkF/ne2) = 1940 (Ref. 23). All the 
resistivities are given in r*.n cm. 
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FIG. 1. Variation of the resistivity in the saturated state (bottom) and MR 
(top) as a function of the thickness of Cu for Co/Cu multilayers. Triangles: 
experimental data at 4.2 K  for (Co 15 &Cu)X30 from Mosca et al. (Ref. 
13). Dashed lines: calculation with the values of pcu, pL, A, PI, and pf 
indicated in the text and Table I. 

The intrachannel term S&(T) includes contributions 
from electron-phonon scattering and also the incoherent part 
of the electron-magnon (e-m) scattering transferred to the 
lattice.’ For Cu, we will use the values of &$I) = Spl(T) 
derived from the resistivity data of Ref. 10 for bulk Cu. For 
Co, we will use values of &&,, and && derived from Ref. 10 
and from resistivity measurements on Co-based dilute 
alloys.” All these resistivities are listed in Table I for several 
temperatures between 4.2 and 300 K. 

(ii) A temperature-dependent spin-mixing term ptl(T) is 
introduced to couple the Boltzmann equations of the two 
channels [see Rq. (3) below]. It expresses the fact that the 
spin-flip scattering by magnons, a part of the electron mo- 
mentum is coherently transferred to the channel with oppo- 
site s in and contributes to the interchannel term ptl.’ Data 

& for pt, (T) are taken from Ref. 11 and extrapolated up to 300 
K by assuming a variation as T’. 

B. Inside the lnterfacial layers 

We also introduce temperature-dependent resistivity 
terms, which, essentially, should express the scattering by 
enhanced spin fluctuations at the interfaces. We take into 
account either intrachannel resistivity terms ad(T) and 
S ,(T), or, alternatively, an interchamiel spin-mixing term 
p’ pll(T). The incoherent scattering should be predominant for 

a disordered interface. When the interchannel spin-mixing 
term is taken into account, the Boltzmann equation of the 
channel o in a given layer is written as 

m  dg”(z,v) +g%v) +gYz,v) -s-“(z,v) 
fikF dz A%, AT14 

eE @O(V) 

=hkFv, Sv, ’ (2) 

where go is the deviation of the electron distribution function 
from the Fermi-Dirac distribution fo(v) for the spin direc- 
tion a; z and x are the directions, respectively, perpendicular 
to the layers and parallel to the current, v is the electron 
velocity, E is the electric field. The MFP inverses, (A@‘))-’ and 
(Xtl)-r, include the contributions from all the scattering 
mechanisms. 

Ill. RESULT FOR THE Co/Cu SYSTEM 

We have applied our calculation to the fit of experimen- 
tal results by Mosca et aZ.13 NMR14 experiments on the same 
samples have established that the roughness of the interfaces 
can be modelized by a very dense distribution of mono- 
atomic steps, so that we fix the thickness of the interfacial 
layer at 2 A. 

At low temperature, we begin by adjusting the MFP 
X&(4.2 K), X&4.2 K), X&,(4.2 K), Xf(4.2 K), Af(4.2 K) to fit 
the absolute values of the resistivity and the MR ratio for 
several thicknesses. In Fig. 1 we show the fit of the variation 
of the resistivity and MR ratio with the thickness of Cu ob- 
tained for the values of &:)(4.2 K), p&2)(4.2 K), and #)(4.2 
K) listed in Table I. We estimate the error bar on the MFP 
less than 15%. 

To interpret the temperature dependence, we have fo- 
cused on two samples with respectively thin (15 A) and thick 
(60 A) Co layers in order to determine the relative impor- 
tance of the bulk and interface temperature-dependent scat- 
terings. We have introduced the different temperature- 
dependent contributions successively. 

The intra-channel terms b&(T) (derived from Ref. lo), 
S&(T) and 6&(T) (d erived from Refs. 10 and 11) are in- 
troduced first. They are not free parameters. As shown by 
curves (a) in Fig. 2, the contribution from these terms ac- 
counts only for a small part of the variation of the resistivity 
and MR ratio with T. 

Then, in addition, we introduce the spin-mixing term 
&j’(T) derived from Ref. 11. As shown by the curves (b) in 
Fig. 2, this is still not sufficient to account for the variation 
with temperature, especially for the resistivity [we have tried 
fits with enhanced values of p$‘(T), without succeeding in 
accounting for the T dependence of the resistivity and MR 
ratio at the same time]. 

We are thus led to include T-dependent scattering by the 
interfaces, and we have begin by adding up a spin-mixed 
term piL(T) (the values are listed in Table I). We obtain the 
curves (c) in Fig. 2, which mean that we can obtain a good fit 
of the variation with for the resistivity, but not for the MR 
ratio (or vice versa). 

We have then left out the term piI and introduced 
T-dependent intra-channel terms &&(T) in the interfacial 
layer (with the same values for the Co 15 &Cu 9 A and Co 
60 &Cu 9 A samples). We could obtain a good agreement 
for the MR ratio of both samples and a good agreement for 
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FIG. 2. Variation of the resistivity in the saturated state (bottom) and MR (top) as a function of temperature for (Co 15 kCu 9 A) (left) and (Co 60 &Cu 9 
A). Circles: experimental data from Mosca ef al. (see Ref. 13). Curve (a): calculation taking into account the phonon and magnon intrachannel resistivities 
within Co and Cu layers. Curve (b): same calculation than (a) but also taking into account interchannel spin mixing terms within Co. Curves (c) and (d): 
calculation taking into account temperature-dependent scattering by the interfaces; (c) is calculated with an interchannel term; (d) is calculated with an 
intrachannel term. 

the resistivity of Co 15 &Cu 9 A; see curves (d) in Fig. 2. 
The variation with T we obtain for the resistivity of Co 60 
&Cu 9 A is slightly too small. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Our results can be summarized as follows. We have 
found that introducing within layers the temperature- 
dependent (intrachannel) resistivity and spin-mixing terms 
derived from data in bulk materials is not sufficient to ac- 
count for the variation of the resistivity and MR ratio with T 
[the weak effectiveness of Q,(T) to reduce the MR is partly 
due to its pronounced spin dependence in Co].” The best fits 
have been obtained by also taking into account temperature- 
dependent interfacial scattering. It is interesting to notice that 
the best fit is obtained by introducing intrachannel resistivity 
terms, and no interchannel spin mixing term in the interfacial 
zone. This can be ascribed to incoherent scattering by the 
spin fluctuations at the interfaces. The incoherence is consis- 
tent with spin fluctuation within quite disordered interfaces. 

The final conclusion is that the temperature dependence 
of the resistivity and MR of Co/Cu multilayers can be ac- 
counted for, at least approximately, by taking into account 
not only phonon and magnon resistivity terms determined in 
bulk materials, but also an additional contribution from in- 
terfaces. 
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